Quantitative structive-activity relationships (QSAR) in the fields of medicinal chemistry, pesticide science, biochemistry and toxicology are being published at an ever increasing rate. In addition to these biological correlation equations, thousands of such equations have been published for all kinds of organic reactions. There is a great need to develop a computerized system to enable one to make comparisons and to draw generalizations about the effects of structure on chemical and biological activity. A proposal is made for a systematic approach to this problem based on the physicochemical properties of organic compounds.
Introduction
The general field of structure-activity relationships is currently suffering from an embarassing excess of "riches." In each of the major areas-pharmacokinetics, drug and pesticide design, and environmental hazard assessment-there is a massive outpouring of results, each interesting in its own right. But taken as a mighty flood, it prevents most investigators from reaching that magic "overview" point from which general principles can be discerned and formulated. The revolution in computers and in instrumentation has resulted in a nonlinear increase in output of each laboratory, and the number of laboratories is likewise increasing at some power function greater than one. Thus an incredible number of organic compounds, from the simple to the very complex, are being reacted with a huge variety of biological systems in every level of complexity from purified enzymes to whole animals or even ecosystems. The resulting publications inundate the researcher even if he is dedicated to keep abreast of the field.
Objectives
In structure-activity studies, the term "pattern recognition" is most often applied in a rather narrow sense to a certain mathematical treatment of a set of biological data. Of course it can be given a more fundamental "philosophical" definition where the patterns sought are far broader in extent-crossing the boundaries between scientific disciplines at times. It is "pattern recognition" in this more basic sense which can be expedited by a *Pomona College, Claremont, CA 91711. properly constructed bank of biological activities interfaced with a data base of suitable physicochemical parameters. Even though the early format of the data base maintained by the Pomona College Medicinal Chemistry Project needs a great deal of improvement, it still has been used to show a pattern of activity extending across disciplinary boundaries in physical chemistry, biochemistry, and animal and plant physiology. In these times, when organization within subspecialties leaves much to be desired, and integration between specialties is all too rare, any tool for organizing this kind of knowledge deserves close attention.
From the few examples given in the following section we hope to illustrate how the present structure of the data bases helped in the discernment of discipline-spanning patterns of activity and how this now leads us to propose improvements.
Nonspecific Hydrophobic Interactions
When silinized glass beads are placed in water they tend to aggregate, driven by the force which tends to minimize the hydrophilic/hydrophobic interface. This is the simplest sort of physicochemical model of biological membranes. Addition of alcohols to this system reduces the hydrophobic/hydrophilic difference and tends to disaggregate the beads according to the following relationship (1) . (1) where C = concentration of alcohol (in mole/L); n is the number of data points; s and r are the standard error and coefficient of regression, respectively, and P is the partition coefficient of the solute between octanol and water. The membrane surrounding a red blood cell is much more complex than the silinized bead model above, yet the action of alcohols in rupturing this very important membrane can be expressed (2) in similar fashion: with n = 6 s = 0.06 r = 0.999 log 1/C = 0.96 log P -0. 30 From this we see that the real biological membrane displays the same relative sensitivity to changes in hydrophobicity as does the model (same coefficient of the log P term) but its intrinsic sensitivity is greater. The latter characteristic is immediately evident if one eliminates the hydrophobic effect in both equations by letting log P = 0. The activity is then given directly by the intercept.
The resistance to an electrical impulse across the membrane in a nerve cell is of critical importance in transmission of nerve impulses. This resistance is affected by the presence of alcohols, and has been studied using synthetic "black lipid" membranes as models. In one such study (1) The significance of these relationships becomes more apparent when useful analgetics, anesthetics and narcotics are also fit into these equations. Even when a particular functional group imparts an unusually high level of activity and thus deserves the label of "pharmacophore," its analogs usually fit closely to an equation with a unit slope in log P but with a larger intercept.
In discussing the interaction of a wide variety of chemicals with biological systems, the importance of the use of generalized descriptors can hardly be overemphasized. This point can be illustrated by a study of penicillins (3). log 1/C = -0.45Tr + 5.67 (6) with n = 20 s = 0.191 r= 0.909 where C is the concentration needed to cure mice of a S. aureus infection and w is a measure of substituent hydrophobicity (4) using the octanol/water model. The negative coefficient for the -r term was unexpected, and it inspired a study to see if hydrophobicity could promote binding to a site of loss to a greater extent than it promoted bacterial toxicity. This study (5) Binding to hemoglobin can also reduce the effective cont). centration reaching the target (7) . This is shown in Eq.
'nto (9) : the The use of a direct measurement of activity as the dependent var- (5) iable, instead of the concentration needed to reach a pre-set activity level, limits the usefulness of this equation, as will be discussed in detail in later sections. Direct comparisons of slopes and intercepts cannot be made unless the dependent variable is in the same form, usually log 1/C. with n = 17 s = 0.16 r = 0.95 log 1/C = 0.71 logP + 1.51 (9) In Eq. (8) and (9) with n = 15 s = 0.210 r = 0.903 log 1/C = 0.58 log P + 1.58
Again the nonspecific binding of solute to protein explains so much of the variance in this activity that nothing special about the structure of the viral protein is indicated by this data.
Specific Hydrophobic Interactions
If a biological effect does not involve a transport factor, or occasionally, if transport can be factored separately, then often there remains a hydrophobic effect limited to portions of the reactant structure. This is ascribed to a desolvation of only part of the substrate surface as it is bound to the active site in a specific orientation while the remainder is still exposed to solvent space. The biological activity bank contains many examples of enzyme inhibition where the overall log P of the inhibitor does not help the correlation but the 'T value of substituents in just one of the positions is clearly significant. One such example comes from a study of Smethylation of thiopurine by thiopurine methyltransferase (11) . In a set of benzoic acids substituted at two or more of the 3, 4, and 5 positions, which acted as enzyme inhibitors, only 7-for the 3 position was significant. If both the 3 and 5 positions were substituted, then the substrate appeared to be oriented so that the more hydrophobic side contacted the enzyme and the wr value of the other side did not matter. This single specific hydrophobic parameter accounted for only half of the variance in the data [Eq. (20) Electronic Effects the Even when the hydrophobic parameter plays an important role in toxicity there are many instances where an electronic parameter is needed to explain the activity (19) of certain functional groups. The in vitro inhibition of the purified enzyme, alcohol dehydrogenase, by 4-substituted pyrazoles produced data (12) fitting this equation: (22) where Ki is the inhibition constant. The Hammett sigma meta constant (13) is the obvious choice for the 4 position on a pyrazole ring, because it is meta to each of the two ring nitrogens.
The negative sign of the coefficient for the electronic parameter says that electron withdrawal from the ring decreases the binding strength. Substitution of pyrazoles with hydrophobic groups increases their binding to this enzyme, as indicated by the large positive coefficient of the log P parameter. This enzyme probably has limited hydrophobic binding space, and increasing solute log P past a certain point would not increase inhibition, but this point was not reached with the set studied.
When the same inhibitory action of the pyrazoles is studied in isolated liver cells, however, the processes of transport through the cell wall and absorption to plasma proteins can be expected to place an upper optimum on their hydrophobic nature. In Eq. (23) which correlates the whole cell data, a negative coefficient with the term (log P)2, results (12) in a parabolic relationship which fits the data rather well: log lIKi = 1.27 log P -0.20(log p)2 _ 1. Isolated liver cells carry out the dehydrogenation reaction with about the same efficiency as does the intact liver, and so it is gratifying to see that, in comparing in vitro and in vivo reactions, the electronic effect and the intrinsic activities remain essentially the same. The only additional term needed to correlate the in vivo results is one allowing for optimized transport to the active site.
Special Hammett sigma parameters apply to structures which allow the electronic effect to operate on a "through resonance" basis (14) . In biological reactions, just as in ordinary solution chemistry, this parameter, called sigma minus, proves to be more effective whenever the reactant structure is appropriate for its use. For example, the ring-attached ester oxygen engages in "through resonance" in phenyl phosphates. When these compounds act as inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase, in vitro, Eq. (24) can be derived (15) (25) In this set, none of the solutes approached the optimal hydrophobicity, and so a (log P)2 term or a bilinear equation was not justified.
If the Hammett-Taft parameters with "extra-thermodynamic methodology" (16) is actually appropriate to detect patterns in reactions which extend across the boundaries of physical organic chemistry into biochemistry and animal and plant physiology, then one would expect to see some of the latter reactions to be dependent on the steric parameter Es (17) . An interesting example of such a reaction is a transesterification with and without the enzyme, chymotrypsin [Eqs. (26) , (27) (29) The acylation step [Eq. (27) ], which involves formation of a tetrahedral intermediate between substrate and the serine group of the enzyme, corresponds to the intermediate in the uncatalyzed reaction. The coefficient of the ES term in Eq. (29) indicates that the reaction constant k2 for this step, is also reduced by bulkiness of the R group to the same degree as in the in vitro reaction [Eq. (28) (27) precise than that from biological systems, many modi- H.-CHV Ch fications of these parameters have been reported and discussed in the literature-so many in fact, that newcomers to the field may balk at the task of learning how to apply them all correctly. Some success has been made in the attempt to factor all of these electronic parameters into just two effects: field and resonance (19) . Of course, it takes more data points to justify the two separate parameters where one sigma parameter served originally, but the further data gathering may be worth the effort if the separation of effects adds to overall understanding.
Currently it appears that there is so much "noise" in biological data that only about eight of the 35 types of electronic parameters are sufficiently different from the others that their use is justified in biological application. Nevertheless, there is an undisputed trend toward better precision in physiological data and especially in biochemical studies of purified enzymes. Therefore, the effort to keep these "unusual" parameters current and readily available in the database is justified, because at some later date they may provide insight into some subtle effects not discernable with techniques now in use. We cannot stress too strongly the fact the biological QSARs rest on a foundation of the corresponding QSARs in physical organic chemistry. Over the last 15 years we have carefully studied over 2200 physico-chemical data sets before adding them to the databank of the Pomona Medchem Project. These sets cover most of the reactions in solution chemistry that could be found relevant in biochemistry. The following sections will describe the databank as it is structured to accommodate biological information, since that is the more complex and poses greater problems for effective searching. It should be kept in mind that the physicochemical data are stored in a way that interfaces with the biological, a feature that encourages combined searches.
Database Structure and Content
From a maintenance aspect, it makes sense to separate the overall database into two parts: parameter information and activity information. When this work was initiated, it was uncommon for the majority of potential users to have ready access to a computer terminal on which searching and computation could be combined, and so the original design stressed effective methods of search and retrieval of information from hard copy (computer print or microfiche 
Parameter Databank
Parameters from Measured Physical Properties. Hydrophobicity is taken as the log of the partition coefficient between a nonpolar and an aqueous phase. Octanol is the preferred nonpolar phase, and only values for neutral solutes in this solvent are placed in the "select" category. While it is possible to automatically load these "select" values directly from the computer, rarely will all the desired values be found there. It is often more practical to use calculated log P (see below
Electronic parameters include as many as 35 types of Hammett sigma constants which may be stored for any given substituent. The only ones designated "preferred" and available for automatic computer retrieval are: sigma meta, sigma para, sigma inductive, sigma star, sigma minus, and sigma plus. The orthogonalized parameters for the field and resonance effects, F and R (14) , are also in the latter category.
Of steric parameters, the Taft E, constant (17) , de- rived from rates of acid hydrolysis of esters, is normally the preferred parameter, but the values containing Hancock's correction for hyperconjugation (22) Hammett sigma values, and their inclusion would increase the size and complexity of the database manyfold.
Charton's steric parameters u (25) , calculated in part from van der Waal's radii, are stored for the most commonly encountered substituents, as are Verloop's sterimol parameters (26) . This is especially important in view of the dearth of measured values for Taft Es.
Molar refractivity, which reflects the overall bulkiness of the substituent together with a measure of London dispersion forces (27) , can be calculated on the basis of an atom and bond additivity procedure programmed as CMR. t When calculated for a substituent rather than for an entire molecule, a conjugation correction may apply when attachment is on an aromatic or vinyl carbon atom.
In terms of the "mechanics" of parameter entry, the first problem to be dealt with is the method of handling chemical structures. At the outset, for solute log P values, WLN was chosen because structure entry was swift, storage space was minimal, and readily available alphanumeric sorting routines produced "hard copy" which could be efficiently searched manually. The original contracted WLN format was maintained, and structural isomerism was generally (but not always) indicated by the prescribed suffixes. Molformula We would like the primary parameter data base to be structured so that it will serve the needs of the most demanding specialist. To do so it must not only list a multiplicity of parameter types, but in many cases, quite tPart of software available through Pomona Medchem Project, Chemistry Dept., Claremont, CA 91711.
a few values for each type even for the same structure. The justification of entering values that are nearly alike comes from the fact that they are usually from different secondary reaction sets, and this establishes their reliability to the primary set. We believe that very few of the "outlier" values present are the result of experimental error. The original reference often contains information about the reaction conditions, which could lead one to conclude that it might constitute a closer model to that under study.
The reference list, in addition to the usual journal designation, contains a short description of the method of parameter determination; e.g. "rate of solvolysis," "reaction rate with diphenyldiazomethane," "F-19 NMR," etc., which many times eliminates the need of searching for a journal that is not readily available.
There are alternative methods of determining parameter reliability other than accepting the judgment of those who assemble the data base. For instance, one can estimate the chemical reliability of a parameter for a given substituent of a specified type by observing the range of reported values in various model systems. Examples of lower reliability would be found in the comparatively large range of sigma para values for -NH-or -OH. Estimation of reliability in biological applications is a little more involved. However, it is not difficult to write a computer search of the structure-activity bank (see below) to determine how the deviation for a specified substituent compares with the standard deviation of the equation in which it appears and in which sigma para (for example) is found to be a significant parameter. One would not be surprised to find the predicted biological activity of p-NH-and p-OH more frequently at or beyond the "outlier boundary" (two times the standard deviation) because of the lower "chemical reliability." We plan to provide this confidence measure as a continually up-dated feature in the editions of the future data base.
Structure-Activity Banks: Biological and Physicochemical
The primary data are presently stored in the form of one, or at most two, regression equations. The Currently the structure activity databases contain no compounds whose measured activity is not part of a set of similarly acting substances. This is a weakness which is being remedied as quickly as funding permits. Strychnine serves as an example of the kind of important data gap which results. Its activity as a convulsant has become a standard against which anticonvulsants are often measured. Yet strychnine does not appear in the bank, because its convulsant activity has not been studied as part of a structurally related series.
In the regression equations making up the primary data, the dependent variable is the measure of activity. However, the preferred form for this variable is not the activity itself, such as percent hydrolysis in a chosen time period, but the concentration of reactant needed to produce a chosen activity level. The concentration should be expressed, whenever possible, as moles per liter, or moles per kilogram of test system, which is very similar. It is conventional to use the log of the reciprocal concentration, so that larger values denote higher activity. This also puts it on a free energy related basis. Any of the sets where the dependent variable is the log of the Michaelis constant K,,, or the dissociation constant for an enzyme-inhibitor complex K, can also be compared for slope and intercept in this manner.
It is, of course, much simpler to measure relative biological activity at a constant initial reactant level, and the bank contains a number of equations of this type, especially from the earlier literature. Some useful qualitative comparisons can be made with them, but they should be carefully excluded in any sweeping computer search. For these reasons, we are attempting to replace as many "direct-action" dependent variables as possible with comparable sets for which adequate dose/ response data has been obtained.
The independent variables in bank regression equations are generally the physicochemical parameters previously discussed. With the exception of molar refractivity (MR), and the calculated steric parameters (Charton's u, and the Sterimol constants) they are on a log basis. MR has been divided by ten, and the others appropriately scaled to more nearly coincide with the other parameters.*
The bioactivity database contains a number of equations which use indicator variables instead of a true parameter. Like the "extrathermodynamic" method itself, this procedure has been criticized on theoretical grounds. In our use of indicator variables, a parametric method is combined with a nonparametric one, like the Free-Wilson (28). But even if purists are somewhat offended by this combination, one must face the reality of working with some structural variations that are best dealt with by the answer to the question: "present?" or "not present?" and so they are arbitrarily given the respective values of 1.0 or 0.0. The coefficient that appears in the resulting regression equation is a good measure of the relative importance of that feature in determining activity. As an alternate method, one could *Scaling is just a matter of convenience for most applications, but if the parameters are used in cluster analysis, a more exact mathematical procedure must be followed (29) . make separate sets for each of these structural variations, and the difference in intercepts would correspond to the indicator coefficient in the combined equation. The disadvantage to this second approach is that some of these sets might contain too few data points to establish slopes and intercepts with much confidence and the similarities might be overlooked. Of course, the real challenge is to devise a continuous variable that can be applied to that particular structural variation, making it a true parameter.
To make proper use of regression equation information, close attention must be given to the statistics accompanying it. The Pomona Medchem structure-activity data bases keep this statistical information readily accessible, for many searches could be misleading if it were not included. As a very simple example, one might search for all systems which, in the hydrophobic binding of reactants, appear to completely de-solvate them in a manner comparable to the octanol/water model. They should then show a coefficient with log P close to 1.0; say, 0.9 to 1.1. But to meet this criterion, the coefficient of each log P term can be expanded by the 95% confidence interval associated with it.
Whenever a squared parameter value is used as an independent variable and a parabolic relationship results, the optimal value of that parameter (usually hydrophobicity) is calculated together with its 95% confidence limits. Frequently there are not very many data points on the right side of the curve, and so the limits on the optimal value may include infinity. Obviously some searches should be made with these doubtful values excluded.
More and more frequently one finds data good enough to support a different slope for the upward and downward legs of a bilinear relationship. This is often the case with enzyme inhibition or cells in culture. An example is seen in Eq. (30) from a study (30) In this equation I indicates whether a bridge connects the meta substituent X with another ring, and ( is a term that is responsible for the value at which ar reaches an optimum. The slope of the "downward leg" in this relationship is given by the sum of the coefficients of the first two terms-in this case, -0.52. 3 is calculated by an iterative procedure, and the "jacknife" procedure (31) provides confidence levels on the two slopes and log PO.
The methods for entering the structure of the test compounds and their storage and retrieval have been discussed above and apply to both biological and physicochemical data bases. Search screens (32) have been extracted from the WLNs, and, when applied at the set level, can expedite searches made with small computers. For most of the newer machines, computation time is so cheap that the flexibility of searching by SMILES or by connection table is easily justified.
As the biological data bank took shape, it quickly became apparent that the nomenclature used by the original investigators to describe biological systems was not sufficiently standardized to enable the usual "text searching" of the names as originally reported. Some common examples of the problem can be mentioned: "feline" is rarely used for cat, but "dog" and "canine" are both common; "mouse," "mice" and "murine," are all used referring to more than one test animal. We have always tried to use the simplest form of the plural word, but we also include a three-character class descriptor (33) Important test conditions are entered as secondary descriptors of the action. Thus "growth inhibition" might be followed by: "37 deg, 18 hr, Hartley broth + serum." Table 1 shows the computer print of an example data set from the biological activity bank.
The "system," "compound," "action" and "reference" subfiles constitute the "Title information" for this set and are set apart by asterisks. They follow the format described above and thus need little comment, except to re-emphasize that, since the dependent variable is given as log 1/C, C is the concentration of triazene needed to reach a mutation level of 30 mutants per 108 cells and that the presence of the S-9 liver microsome fraction is considered a modifier of "activity" rather than a modifier of the system. For each set, a fifth (optional) file is available for any notes describing any unusual steps in the computation-in this example, details of the steps taken to estimate the sigma plus value for p-NHCONH2 would be entered in the fifth ifie, which is not computersearchable, however.
Search Strategy Examples
A question which might often be asked by those concerned with environmental hazard assessment is the following: In which systems is this particular chemical substructure most toxic? For instance, N-monosubstituted-thiocarbamates?
The general search strategy could be set us as follows.
1. Dependent variable (i.e., activity) must be "log 1/C' and > 3.0; AND 2. Compound SMILES must contain uniqued version of: *SC( = O)N* AND isolating carbons at asterisks can be of any type; THEN 3. Print systems in order of decreasing log 1/C, with associated activity
The majority of biological actions are toxic to some degree, but if a scan of the printout from the above search is too inclusive, and the output too voluminous to screen out by hand, then some attention must be given to the descriptors of the unwanted activities in order to add an appropriate restriction at step one.
As another example of a question which is easily answered with the present databank structure, one could ask: "How large is the range of ideal hydrophobicities of phenolic bactericides?"
1. System subfile must contain '4B'; AND 2. Compound structure file in SMILES must contain either: "-Oc"; OR "cO-" OR "c(O)" (where "c" is aromatic carbon); AND 
Conclusions
The use of substituent parameters, in linear regression equations or equations containing power terms, to rationalize either physicochemical or biochemical reactions cannot be justified on purely theoretical principles. While some of the parameters are from equilibrium data and thus have a basis in thermodynamics, others are from rate data and do not. Furthermore, in applying these values to any reaction system other than the one in which they were measured, one assumes either no entropy change or else an entropy/enthalpy cancellation. And yet, despite these seemingly valid objections, the "extrathermodynamic" methodology has been very successfully applied to physicochemical, biochemical and physiological interactions. Careful interpretations ofthe equations so far collected has given useful, if somewhat limited, insight into likely mechanisms of action. But more important, it has focused attention on certain similarities of action common to simple model systems as well as to complex whole animals and plants.
This methodology is not in competition with newer molecular graphics techniques which fit known substrates and prospective inhibitor structures to wellcharacterized active sites of enzymes. On the contrary, it has been shown to be a valuable adjunct to them (34) , especially in the field of drug design. In the areas of predictive toxicology and environmental hazard assessment, however, such detailed knowledge of key enzyme structure is a seldom-enjoyed luxury, and regression analysis with readily available substituent parameters offers an "off-the-shelf' tool of proven utility.
